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Children’s Favorite Tool Chests
By Ken Vliet

In collecting children’s
1835-1935 and made many
tool chests, it
children’s
is difficult to
wood toys and
find
them
doll
houses.
with
their
While on vacaoriginal tools.
tion, we often
It is a great
try to locate the
joy to find a
building sites
complete or
of the early
nearly comAmerican toy
plete tool set
manufacturers.
because
it
Unfortunately,
provides the
a visit to Pawsource
for
tucket
ended
what to look
with photos of
for at toy
80 year old row
shows,
anhomes on the
Three of the older chestnut Boys Tool Chests pre-1900
tique shows and
original
company
thank
goodness
site.
for flea markets. Several of the early tool chests
from the 1880s and 1890s will list the child-size
The following are the names of some of my
tools included on an inside paper label. The
labeled children’s tool chests:
larger tool sets would comprise of 20 to 30 dif1)
Boys Tool Chest
ferent tools.
2)
The Boys Favorite Tool Chest
3)
The Boys Columbia Tool Chest
One available source has been the early cat4)
The Boys National Tool Chest
alogs of the R. Bliss Manufacturing Company
5)
Boys Union Tool Chest
from Pawtucket, Rhode Island. Besides the
6)
The Boys Star Tool Chest
children’s tool chests, Bliss was in business
7)
The Model Toy Chest for Boys
8)
The Standard Boys Tool Chest
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The purpose of CRAFTS of New Jersey is to encourage interest in early trades and industries, and in the identification,
study, preservation and exhibition of tools and implements
used and made in New Jersey as an integral part of our heritage.
Membership in CRAFTS is open to anyone who shares the
above interests. Annual dues per person or couple are fifteen
dollars for the membership year of July 1 through June 30.
Membership fees may be sent to: Hank Allen, 524 Harristown Road, Glen Rock, NJ 07452 (write check payable to
CRAFTS of New Jersey).
CRAFTS of NJ meetings are held at the HOST Masonic
Lodge in High Bridge, NJ. Take I-78 to Route 31 exit at
Clinton. Go north on Rte. 31 two miles to second traffic light
at the High Bridge exit. Turn right and go about half a mile
to Dennis Ave. Turn left, then straight to the Masonic Lodge
(on the left). Tailgate sales in the parking lot begin at 10
A.M., meeting starts at 1 P.M.
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tools and trades, are encouraged and may be sent to the Editor. Email—takeadip@optonline.net
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Containing general information about CRAFTS and its activities including: meeting schedules, Tool Shed articles, etc.

President’s Corner
Just returning from our November meeting where
I gave a presentation on hand saw restoration. It was a
lot of fun and even though I ran a half hour over-time
no one left early. Thanks to all members attending for
your kind comments on the presentation.
As we approach the holidays think about giving a
CRAFTS membership to a friend or relative. The $15
you spend for the gift will go a long way and you
might enjoy carpooling to CRAFTS events together.
Speaking of membership, we are planning to include a
CRAFTS membership list in our next Tool Shed. It
will include contact information for members to be
able to locate and contact each other. If you do not
want to share your contact information please email or
call me. My contact information is to the left under
The Tool Shed info.
As thanksgiving is approaching I give thanks for
all the fine friends and workers in our CRAFTS organization. You all fill a very dear spot in my life and
your friendship and comradeship is treasured. I hope
you enjoy a festive holiday season with friends and
family. And maybe if you have been a good boy or
girl your stocking might have a tool in it.

NEW MEMBERS
Levent Bayrasli
Phillipsburg, NJ
Frank Bodner
Piscataway, NJ
Charles Bealnard
Rahway, NJ
Bob Breti
Moline, IL
Byron Burns
Round Lake, IL
Lerma Chen
Belvidere, NJ
James Clarke
Hilton, NY
Richard Gagliardi
Maywood, NJ
Andy Galster
Sewell, NJ
Russell Houck
Brant Lake, NY
Greg James
Bay Shore, NY
Charles Johanesen
Metuchen, NJ
Cyril Lichtensteiger
Staten Island, NY
Larry Meeker
Somerset, CA
Daniel Paniconi
Chester, NJ
William Petremont
Milford, CT
Nancy Piwowar
Plainfield, NJ
Nancy & Floyd Ribe Succasunna ,NJ
Dennis Rozak
Perkiomenville, PA
Jeff Warren
Randolph, NJ
Ronald Wilson
Pilesgrove, NJ
Historical Society of Plainfield, NJ
Left - Carl Bopp talking to Ted Hopkins about the Gage Tool
Co. advertisement paper he displayed from the 1800’s. Carl
was one of many CRAFTS members who brought something
for the NJ tool display we set up Friday evening in Nashua,
NH, at the Donnelly Auction preview show.
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10)

Superior Youths Tool Chest
I am sure that there must be many more.
Ronald S. Barlow’s “The Antique Tool Collectors
Guide to Value: 1750-1950” (Revised 1991) lists

copper or nickel plated and may be added to a
children’s tool chest. In the 1950s and 1960s, the
toy manufacturer Louis Marx and Company of
New York City made miniature die cast woodworking tools.
The choice of material for the early children’s
tool chests is predominately American chestnut,
worm holes and all. Before the early 1900s, the
American chestnut was the predominant tree species in eastern forests. The American chestnut
began fading from the landscape around 1904,
when a blight imported on Asian chestnuts forced
it into extinction. In the 1930s, the choice of material changed to popular which is nowhere near
as pretty as the American chestnut, and it often
warps. The chestnut tool chests are almost al-

Two of the 1880s-1890s Boys Tool Chests

several children’s tool chests and their makers.
The age of the children’s tool chest is best determined by dated catalogs. Another source is the
clothing styles or building activities found on the
inside labels. Often the clothing styles can be
identified as those worn in the 1880s, 1890s and
early 1900s. One of my children’s tool chests has
a label showing a group of boys constructing a
mono-wing airplane that hints of the Spirit of
Saint Louis.

Playmate Tool Chest circa 1930s-1940s and 1960s Handy Andy

During the 1920s and 1930s, the Arcade Toy
Company of Freeport, Illinois and the Grey Iron
Casting Company of Mount Joy, Pennsylvania
made miniature cast iron tools such as squares,
nippers, draw knives, pliers, planes, hatchets and
wrenches. All these miniature cast iron toys were

Bliss Tool Chest and Mason & Parker Tool Chest (1920s-1930s)

ways nice and flat.
The larger children’s tool chests often include
a tray for the smaller tools. Unfortunately, the
trays are often missing. Many of the paper labels
found inside the chest lid are very colorful but
often split down the middle as the wood lid either
expanded or contracted with age. Be extremely
careful if attempting to repair these labels since
they can be brittle. The labels often include the
manufacturer’s name as well as a tool chest number.
After World War II, there is a manufacturing
shift to metal children’s tool boxes like the popular Hardy Andy Toy Tool Set made by Skil Craft
of Chicago, Illinois. Other similar brands were
the American Toy Chest for Junior Carpenters
and the Busy Boy Tool Chest. Then in the 1970s,
(Continued on pg. 4)
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plastic children’s tool sets appear. Unfortunately, the later children’s tools were also plastic.

Grey Iron and Arcade iron tools circa 1920s-1930s

Louis Marx miniature die-cast tools circa 1950s-1960s

So guess what? They never rusted.
The toy truck maker Buddy L Toy Company
of East Moline, Illinois made a beautiful, large
children’s tool box complete with child size,
high quality tools by national brand toolmakers
like Disston, Stanley and Miller’s Falls. Fred A.
Lundahl, founder of the company, felt that even
children should use good tools and even included instructions
to take care of
the tools with
the tool box.
Another
toy
manufacturer
A. C. Gilbert
Company
of
Westville, Connecticut and of
erector set fame
made a very
nice tool box.
Keep your eyes
open. The 1927
Buddy L No. 1
Tool Box. came
with a Corbin
lock
marked
“Buddy
L”.
The often lost Early Toy Tool Chest advertisement
lock and key are
worth more than the box to collectors!

CRAFTS AUCTION NOTICE & POLICY CHANGES
CRAFTS Auction is April 12, 2014 at Oldwick Fire House.
Tailgating sales start at 7AM—Members only selling—no charge for setup.
Tools for Auction with paperwork need to be delivered to Auction Manager by Jan. 1.
For more info, call Greg Welsh (908) 439-3266 or glwelsh@earthlink.net ,or Steve Zluky (908) 534-2710.

This year CRAFTS has made a change to the reserve and commission policy in our auction
1. Any item over $300 may have a reserve price as agreed upon by seller and Auction Manager.
2. If the item with a reserve over $300 does not sell no commission is charged.
3. An item selling $300-$499 will pay a 5% commission.
4. If an item sells over $500 no commission is charged.
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A REAL FISH STORY
By Kim Malmberg
Most woodworkers will recognize the tool
maker Erik Anton Berg of Eskilstuna, Sweden.
The Berg brand is well know across the globe.
Most people would also be able to recognize
the Berg tools simply by their logo, an outlined
shark.

the Swedish name “mal” would indicate the Latin
name “Silurus glanis”.
So if you happen to own both a really old
Berg chisel or plane iron and a more recent Berg
tool, you will be able to see the difference.
I don't know why Berg decided to change the
logo. Maybe it was because the customers mistook the fish for a shark. Or maybe it was a matter
of marketing. "Shark-o-lite" does sound a lot better than "Wels Catfishlike" or "Sharkowannabe".

Or, was it a fish? Actually, it was both.

This is a 3/4 inch Berg gouge. The depiction is very crisp
although the shark seems to have bitten the head off the
catfish. The stamps can often be very poor and although
the mouth will be different, the tail end is really what you
want to compare. The shark tail is sharply contoured
whereas the catfish is dovetailed.

No, it wasn't a genetic manipulation. It wasn't
both at the same time. But when Erik Anton Berg
started the company he chose a fish as the company logo, more specifically a catfish, also known
as sheatfish. I cannot say which specific species
we’re talking about, but the direct translation of

This is an old and very thick Berg cutter. The tail of the
catfish is crisp and the mouth is clearly different.

E A Berg won several gold medals at the World exhibition in Paris in 1900. This chip breaker is commonly
found on their old plane cutters. It is made after the Swedish spelling reform in 1903. It says: "For the best treatment of Swedish steel". The shark has already eaten the
catfish.

Whatever the reason for the change, the difference in the logotype is quite obvious if you
know about it. The old logotype clearly displays
the characteristics of a catfish especially around
the mouth, whereas the newer logotypes are very
shark like.
EA Berg died in 1903, only 47 years old. His
five daughters took over the ownership, but the
company was run by Gustaf Andersson from the
year 1928 until he retired in 1959. At this time the
company was very successful and nothing indicates that there would have been financial prob(Continued on pg. 6)
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lems. But there was a wrenching twist to this
successful fish tale.
The daughters felt they were not capable of
managing the company so they decided to sell
it. The buyer was found in Sweden and the
name of the company was Bahco, derived from
B. A. Hjorth & Co, as in the name of the founder.

Yes, the fish and the hook was so well
known that Sandvik during their world wide
marketing used the "Fish and Hook" as their
slogan.

Bahco was at the time already a very prominent maker of wrenches, but the Berg line of
hand tools and specifically pliers provided
width to the Bahco tool range.
Bahco realized the value of the Berg brand.
Thus the oldest Bahco made chisels and some
other tools will display the Bahco name but the
Berg shark. The brand "The Shark" was also
kept in the Bahco tool line for some time after
the merger.

These two chisel handles are identical apart from the
company name. Berg to the left and Bahco to the
right. I believe the Bahco chisel was made very near
the end of the shark logo.

It has to be said that Sandvik has always
been much than just a maker of hand tools.
Sandvik is still one of the largest companies in
mining, construction and highly sophisticated
machinery. For Sandvik the hand tools were
always just fishing bait.
The hand tool production was certainly successful, but a very minor operation considering

EA Berg made lots of tools, but their pliers were just
what Bahco needed. I don't think the pliers were made
during the catfish era. But note the scripted plain "Berg"
variation. I believe this logo was a later one, probably
made for US or global marketing.

So Berg’s saga was completed. But there's
another rather fishy tale to be found in Sweden.
Anyone heard of Sandvik? Thought you might.
Let's forget about what they made for a while
and focus instead on their logo. Tool wise people will remember something about a fish and
possibly a hook?
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The invention of a new and very strong steel wire gave
Sandvik the idea of using a fish and hook as their logo. It
still lives on in the Bahco brand.

the volume of the company. I also believe that
the hand tools might have been very successful
from a marketing and branding perspective. The
hand tools sold
the name very
well and broadened the brand
to people who
would not really
consider buying
mining equipment.

tion of hand saws in 1886, there was a need for a
strong brand.
The invention of a new and very strong steel wire
gave Sandvik the
idea of using a fish
and hook as their
logo. It still lives
on in the Bahco
brand.

So Berg became Bahco, Bahco
became Sandvik,
So Sandvik
Sandvik sold evechose the "Fish
rything, and whatand Hook" as
ever was is now
the logo for
Snap-On
Tools.
their hand tool
The
catfish
is
gone,
line. Unlike E A
the shark is gone,
Sandvik handsaw with the elaborate etch including the fish and hook logo.
Berg, the "Fish
but the fish and
and Hook" never
hook still lives on as a part of the Bahco logobecame the "Shark and bait". But it lived
type. It seems the brand was strong enough.
throughout Sandvik's spell as a tool maker.
By the year 1992 Sandvik had expanded and
for reasons unknown to me, they acquired Bahco.
So all of a sudden, two of the largest Swedish
tool makers had become one. Sandvik didn't keep
Bahco for a very long time though. In fact, in
1999 Sandvik sold out the whole hand tool line,
including what was originally their own, to the
American Snap-On Tools.
But why did E A Berg choose a fish for his
logo? Maybe he was hooked on fishing? Or maybe Berg understood the importance of a easily
identifiable logotype, one which could be recognized also by people who couldn't read.

And why did Sandvik choose a fish and hook
for their logo? Well, as far as Sandvik is concerned, the explanation is available on the Bahco
website. Sandvik had developed a very strong,
yet thin steel wire. The wire was useful for many
things, but was strong enough to be used for fish
hooks. And when Sandvik started their produc-

The author Kim Malmberg can be reached atkim.malmberg@gmail.com
For more images of Sandvik saws, Berg and Bahco tools, please check my Flickr page:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/finnberg68/sets
Sources:
http://www.bahco.com/english/
bahco_history.html?href=bahco_history
http://hyvelmuseum.madcap.se/
hyvelstalsmarken.html
http://straightrazorplace.com/razors/26475-erikantonberg-short-history.html
http://www.stigonet.se/chisel/
http://www.sandvik.com/en/about-sandvik/aboutthe-company/history/history-years/1990-1999/
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A Dive in the Woods Yields No Scrapes, but a Rare
Tanner and Davenport Veneer Scraper
By Joe Hauck

Occasionally
ly a veneer scrapa newer collector
er, and at first I
will ask “where
thought it was
do you find this stuff?” Well if you have plenty
craftsman made. But the three brass adjusting
of money the good stuff sort of finds you, but if
knobs and other features hinted toward a comyou are like me your budget is limited and
mercially produced tool. When I took it into the
therefore other strategies are in order. First and
light I saw in addition to a name stamp (in three
foremost is a good education; books on tools,
places) there was a tiny faint stamp auction catalogs and of course fellow collecPAT.APD.FOR. That settled the debate regardtors. A good network
ing a one of a kind or
like one uses to find a
a commercial product.
job is a help; do your
After some minor nefriends and acquaintgotiating I was able to
ances know about
purchase it for a reayour interest? Another
sonable price.
key component is
time, those who find a
When I got back
lot spend a lot of time
to our Cairo, NY
looking; and lastly
house I called my
where to look? As a
friend Chuck who
group we tend to look
based on my descripwhere the most tools
tion quickly found the
can be found and
tool in the second editherefore run into contion of Roger Smith’s
siderable competition. Back view of scraper showing the three brass wheels to lock in Patented Planes book.
the cutter and adjust the side to side movement.
A famous inventor
It is illustrated on
(Alexander
Graham
page 80 and described
Bell) stated “Leave the beaten track behind ocas being patented and made by Tanner and
casionally and dive into the woods. Every time
Davenport of Albany NY. The patent number is
you do you will be certain to find something
97,833 and was granted on Dec. 14, 1869. This
you have never seen before." (Note: this was
was fourteen years after L. Bailey’s patent, and
long before Frank and Mike of American Pickthree years before the Jones of Newark, scraper
ers started free styling) Taking Alex’s advice I
patent. There were however a couple of issues
found a very scarce plane near Albany NY.
to investigate; the first is that my example had
no trace of the Tanner and Davenport name
The shop was small and not in an area
stamp. When I got back to our home in NJ I
known for tools. In
looked at my copy
fact there were
of Roger’s book and
many linens, bottles,
was surprised to see
art pottery and adthat the pictured exvertising tins. In a
ample was different
dark corner I spied a
than my plane. The
small bookcase with
primary difference
three or four tools,
was that the book
one of these was
version has a high
unlike any I recalled Owner’s mark C. HACKER and “PAT APP FOR” mark on back of chip breaker, which
seeing. It was clearhas at the top a
scrapers wood base
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fourth brass wheel to clamp against the blade, thus
reducing blade chatter. My example has a single
wheel that holds the blade and locks the angle of
the blade. The adjuster on each side allows one to
laterally adjust the blade so in theory you could
have the blade
set at a skew.
The patent
papers
stated
that one could
use any plane
iron as the
blade, but the
patent drawing
provided a real
surprise,
my
example
was
exactly
the
same as the one
pictured in the
patent! I contacted Roger to
see if by chance
Side view showing the center wheel
the name stamp
locking in the cutter.
on my example
might be the original patent applicant and whether
he had seen others with the three knob configuration. Roger had only seen a few of these but, he
doubted that the patent had been assigned between
application and grant date; nor could he recall any
three knob models. After a few months I am inclined to admit he is correct on the patentee information (no surprise, he is a true expert). Wood
planemakers very rarely stamped their products
twice, three time would be highly unusual. I eventually recalled that I had two molding planes with
a similar PAT. APD. FOR stamp and those planes
had absolutely nothing about them that involved a
patent. I have also seen the iron stamps for this
statement on more than one occasion. Gradually
my latest theory took shape.
The post Civil War period was a time of exceptional patent activity. To make your fortune
you need only invent a better mouse trap and boy
did people invent, and submit their patent applications. I surmise that patent applied for stamps may

have been ready available from the local stamp
makers, while one with your name was obviously
custom made and took longer. I suspect that my
example was made and sold before Tanner and
Davenport acquired their name stamp. The fact
that the examples stamped with their name are of
the improved variety somewhat reinforces that
idea, or perhaps someone just forgot to stamp this
one. It is possible there are other examples out
there but only time will tell.
After collecting wooden planes for nearly 40
years it is great fun to find something new. Speaking of new there are over half a dozen recent Lee
Valley patents that cite the Tanner and Davenport
patent. How is that for recycling?

Patent drawing for Tanner & Davenport scraper.
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CRAFTS Picnic - 2013
It was the day of
the picnic and I was
hoping that the weatherman was right and the rain
would be all over by dawn. As I reached the Lamington exit on Rte. 78 I could see a sliver of red beyond the cloud bank. I crossed the one-lane bridge
and drove on up the hill, turning into the Brady
Camp driveway. It was still pretty dark but in the
dim light ahead I could see some movement in the
parking lot. Sure enough, tables were being set up
and tools unpacked. I stopped to say hello to Bob
Garay and Herb Kean and to get the lay of the land,
looking for a good place to park. The sun was coming up in earnest now and the early clouds were all
but gone. By the time I got my tools out and set-up
there was a continual flow of picnicker’s coming in.
We would soon have more than 100 CRAFTS members and their guests in attendance with at least 30
tailgaters’. It looked like it was going to be a really
nice day.
Throughout the morning the buying and
selling took center stage and the activity between
buyers and sellers was brisk and the chatter was
welcome and lively. About mid-morning I could
smell the fire under the steam box which Don
Brocklebank was setting up as a part of his hay fork

were used to
force the wood
to take on the
curves
that
rendered a usefully
shaped
tool. Bending
steamed oak,
beech or hickory, the typical
woods
Don
uses to make
his forks, is not
only historically accurate but
downright hard Don Brocklebank maneuvering a
work. You on- steamed hay fork blank into posily have a cou- tion with Wayne Grove.
ple of minutes
to work with the wood coming out of the steam box
and sometimes it takes the coordinated effort of two
or more people to force the wood into the jig. It was
obvious that Don had done this a few times and he
made it look easy. In addition to making forks, Don
also makes rakes and does some wood carving and
coopering as well.
Just before lunch I took a break and went
into the hall to see what kinds of displays and tools
were being shown. As usual I was blown away by
the quality and uniqueness that CRAFTS members
are consistently able to put together. For example,
Chuck Granick displayed a wonderful group of Russian solid wood Carpathian Elm burl boxes that
were used to hold tobacco products, and a display of
Japanese boxes veneered in cherry bark, dating from
Tool tailgating was in full bloom all morning long.
1870 - 1920. Their quality was breathtaking. There
making demonstration. Each year we have an outwas a fine collection of boy’s tool boxes that
door demonstration for the picnic and Don was our
spanned the years 1880 – 1960 and a wonderful colguest speaker this year. From the marking out of
lection of vintage goosewing axes. Jay Samuels
the blank to the completed fork Don showed how
showed a pair of custom etched Disston saws. One
the craft of green woodworking was applied to make
of them, a 12 inch back saw etched, “MADE FOR
useful tools. The tools he used were fairly common
A.M. GRIFFEN PLAINFIELD, NJ.” Griffin was a
and could be found in any woodworking shop, the
Plainfield hardware dealer from the 1890’s to the
froe and saw for dividing the work piece, a brace
1920’s. The other, a 10 inch back saw with “MADE
and bit to drill holes
FOR
HAMfor the spreaders, the
MACHER,
hatchet, drawknife
SCHLEMMER &
and shaving horse to
Co. NEW YORK
shape it but the thing
CITY SINCE1848”.
that was different
There were quite a
were the ingenious
few other New Jerbending jigs that
sey tools being disDisplay by Ivan Raupp of his goosewing axe collection.

Dave Nowicki
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played as well. Bob Garay
set-up a table with some
After viewing the disvery rare New Jersey tools.
plays I was ready for lunch
A couple of the tools on disand found that I was at the
play were the only examples
end of the chow line. I
I’ve ever seen, like the A.H.
didn’t worry because Ken
Crockford patented brace
Vliet always makes sure
and the George Wheatcroft
there is plenty to eat and I
plated brace, not to mention
had more than enough to
the Wm Johnson salesman’s
satisfy myself. After all
sample level with cutaways
the hustle and bustle of the
Bob Garay’s display of New Jersey tools and their makers.
showing the vial mountings
morning, sitting outside on
for both plumb and level. A beautiful display of 19th
a beautiful day with friends, chatting and eating, is a
century lathes was brought in by Pat Ryan. Have you
very relaxing way to wind down. Following lunch we
ever heard of an American Raglet? Me neither. They
gathered in the hall for a whatsit session which was
are very rare and unusual wooden dado planes that
ably handled by Charlie Hildebrandt. These sessions
were used to cut a groove in a floorboard to accept a
are always fun, interesting and inevitably I get to inmolding or wainscoting. These were just a small part
crease my knowledge level. The awards came next.
of a larger display of unique wooden specialty planes.
This year the President’s Award went to Pat Ryan. Pat
Another display, entitled “My Toy Box”, was a great
received a very nice Disston back saw with a custom
carpenter’s tool collection with a chest of drawers and
handle created by Bob Garay. First place for displays
all of the tools laid out around it.
went to Ivan Raupp and his goosewing axes. Second
Tools made
place went to Pat Ryan for his 19th century machine
from files and rasps
display and third went to Bob Garay for his NJ tool
has been one of my
display. The single tool category was won by Josh
favorites in the past
Kavett for what I suspect was a record for the heaviest
and this year’s distool ever brought to the picnic. It will probably replay was no excepmain a record, unless he gets his hands on a 1200
tion. They have an
pound Fisher anvil. All major display winners realmost “dragon skin”
ceived some very nice Lie-Nielsen planes for their
surface which is
effort.
beautiful in its own
This was a spectacular day. The weather was
right. Last but not
perfect, the tools were wonderful and the trading was
least, entered into
fun and I believe successful for both buyers and
the single tool catesellers. I can’t wait for the next one on September
gory, was a tool of
truly gargantuan proportions.
I could Don Wallace with his winning
only think of one unusual tool.
person, known for
his taste in large objects, who would bring something like that, Josh Kavett. He managed to wrestle the latest acquisition to
his Fisher and Norris museum, a 1000 pound Fisher
chain maker’s anvil, into the back of his truck and then
drove it all the way to Brady Camp. What a beast!
Even with all the chains and straps holding it in place,
I can’t imagine driving around with a thousand pound
chunk of iron right behind me; emergency stops could
Pat Ryan accepting the President’s award—a cusbe perilous at best. All of the displays this year were
tom made backsaw—from Bob Garay
absolutely wonderful and I can think of nowhere else
where you could you see all of these wonderful collections in one place.
14th, 2014.
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CRAFTS of New Jersey
15 N. River Styx Rd.
Hopatcong, NJ 07843

TOOL EVENTS
Dec 7 – Spicer-Steere Antique Tool Auction, N. Kingstown, RI.
Bill Spicer 401-295 0339, Bud Steere 401-884 5049.
Jan 25 - M-WTCA Area P meet/dealer show & auction. York,
PA. Don Stark, Starkcd@aol.com, 717-367-5207.
Feb 2 - CRAFTS of New Jersey Meeting, Masonic Lodge, High
Bridge, NJ - www.craftsofnj.org
Feb. 26 – Long Island Tool Collectors meeting & auction.
Smithtown, Long Island, NY. Chris Bender -tooltiques@aol.com
March 21 - 22 - Martin J. Donnelly Auction - Indianapolis , IN https://www.mjdtools.com
March 28-29 – 44th Brown Auction – Radisson Inn, Camphill,
PA. Clarence Blanchard - 800 248 8114, ceb@finetoolj.com
April 8 – CRAFTS of New Jersey Meeting, Masonic Lodge,
High Bridge, NJ-www.craftsofnj.org
April 14 – CRAFTS Auction - Oldwick Fire House, Rt 523 Oldwick, NJ - Steve Zluky (908) 534-2710
April 25 -26 - Martin J. Donnelly Auction - Nashua , NH https://www.mjdtools.com
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WANT ADS
WANTED – Member’s email addresses. If you have not been receiving email notices from Stew May or dues acknowledgements from
Hank Allen, please send your email address to hankallen@verizon.net.
HELP WITH TOOL COLLECTIONS – A r etir ed shop teacher , I
can assist you with tool collection. Finding buyers for your tools. Call
Bob Garay (973) 398-5875 or email- takeadip@optonline.net.
VINTAGE TOOLS for woodwor king, machining, leather wor king and more. See us at New England area tool meets, online at wwwTimelessToolsand Treasures.com or email jane@janebutler.com.
NEED HELP disposing of your tools or home items? Entir e or
partial house clean-outs available. Call Steve Zluky at 908-534-2710.
JIMBODETOOLS.COM – The lar gest antique tool website on earth
buying and selling fine antique tools. email jim@jimbodetools.com.
WANTED – Molding planes made of apple wood, & better molding
planes from Hudson River valley makers. Joe Hauck 908-236-2072.
THE TOOL EXCHANGE –Australia’s home of fine old tools for
sale. Our website has over 18,000 photos of tools. We ship to over 30
countries. www.toolexchange.com.au
WVTOOLS: CRAFTS member and eBay seller concentr ating on
bitstock tools and more.
ANTIQUE TOOL RESTORATION - J ohn Por r itt - (518)392-0603
or email porritt@yahoo.com
WANTED - Bell System tools and electr ician’s plier s. Ted Davidson 609-731-6915

SAW SHARPENING - Restor ation & sales of all types of
saws Joe Federici - www.secondchancesawworks.com/

